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OverviewOverview

�� Euro and dollar: status reportEuro and dollar: status report

�� What is at stake?What is at stake?



International currency rolesInternational currency roles
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The dollar got them allThe dollar got them all

�� Main currency in foreign exchange Main currency in foreign exchange 
markets markets 

�� Main anchor currencyMain anchor currency

�� Main reserve currencyMain reserve currency

�� Main international trade currencyMain international trade currency

�� Main financial market currencyMain financial market currency

�� Commodity markets priced in dollarCommodity markets priced in dollar



Examples of $ hegemonyExamples of $ hegemony

�� 65% of reported reserves in $65% of reported reserves in $--
denominated assets (70% in 1999denominated assets (70% in 1999--
2004), 25% in 2004), 25% in €€ (up from 17% in (up from 17% in 
1999)1999)

�� BIS (2007) shows $ dominant in FX BIS (2007) shows $ dominant in FX 
(appears in 86.3% of transactions, (appears in 86.3% of transactions, 
down from 88.7% in 2004); down from 88.7% in 2004); €€ at at 
37.0% (37.2% in 2004)37.0% (37.2% in 2004)

�� 34 countries peg to the $ in 200634 countries peg to the $ in 2006



World Banker statusWorld Banker status

�� The US is the World Banker since the The US is the World Banker since the 
end of the Second World War.end of the Second World War.

�� Borrow short term liquid assets.Borrow short term liquid assets.

�� Lend long. Invests in high yield Lend long. Invests in high yield 
investments abroad.investments abroad.



The The ““Exorbitant PrivilegeExorbitant Privilege””

�� Massive US current account deficits Massive US current account deficits 
can be financedcan be financed

�� The US has been enjoying positive The US has been enjoying positive 
returns differentials visreturns differentials vis--àà--vis the rest vis the rest 
of the worldof the world

�� [in addition to international [in addition to international 
seigniorageseigniorage; efficiency benefits; ; efficiency benefits; 
political clout; commodities; etcpolitical clout; commodities; etc……]]



World BankerWorld Banker’’s intermediation s intermediation 

marginmargin

2.33%2.33%19521952--20052005

3.61%3.61%19731973--20052005

0.26%0.26%19521952--19731973

USUS

Excess returns on assets Excess returns on assets 
versus liabilitiesversus liabilities

Source: Gourinchas Rey



External balance sheetExternal balance sheet

�� Stabilizing balance sheet effectStabilizing balance sheet effect

�� All liabilities are in $; most assets All liabilities are in $; most assets 
are in foreign currency.are in foreign currency.

�� Hence a dollar depreciation improves Hence a dollar depreciation improves 
the net external asset position the net external asset position 
(valuation effect)(valuation effect)



But large dollar depreciation is But large dollar depreciation is 

underwayunderway

�� Needed to correct external deficits: Needed to correct external deficits: 
the financial intermediary has now the financial intermediary has now 
negative net worth like the UK after negative net worth like the UK after 
WWII.WWII.

�� Bad for international status of the Bad for international status of the 
dollar!dollar!

�� Is the dollar the new Sterling? Is the Is the dollar the new Sterling? Is the 
euro the new dollar?euro the new dollar?



For the first time, the dollar has  a For the first time, the dollar has  a 

serious competitorserious competitor



Geography of financial flowsGeography of financial flows



Growing euroGrowing euro



The euro in the marketsThe euro in the markets

�� Major progress in European financial market Major progress in European financial market 
integration (esp. money markets, securities integration (esp. money markets, securities 
markets)markets)

�� Goods and services: euro invoicing slowly upGoods and services: euro invoicing slowly up

�� Euro share of international reserve holdings Euro share of international reserve holdings 
up from 17 % to 24 % (more for nonup from 17 % to 24 % (more for non--OECD OECD 
countries)countries)

�� Dollar still dominant as Dollar still dominant as forexforex vehiclevehicle

�� Euro banknotes in circulation have overtaken Euro banknotes in circulation have overtaken 
$ at both PPP and current exchange rates in $ at both PPP and current exchange rates in 
2006.2006.



Oil exportersOil exporters’’ investments: $ still king but euro growinginvestments: $ still king but euro growing



Euro no. 2Euro no. 2

�� Asian Central Banks are diversifying their Asian Central Banks are diversifying their 
reservesreserves

�� Euro now clearly no. 2 world currency Euro now clearly no. 2 world currency ––
yen far behind, Asia unlikely to create a yen far behind, Asia unlikely to create a 
single currency any time soonsingle currency any time soon

�� Clear possibility that role of the euro Clear possibility that role of the euro 
increases overtime (Chinnincreases overtime (Chinn--Frankel Frankel 
forecast that the euro could overtake forecast that the euro could overtake 
dollar in the next 10dollar in the next 10--15 years as a reserve 15 years as a reserve 
currency)currency)

�� It matters more than people thinkIt matters more than people think



Sterling to dollarSterling to dollar
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Conclusion: it matters more than Conclusion: it matters more than 

people thinkpeople think

�� exorbitant privilegeexorbitant privilege

�� commodity marketscommodity markets

�� international international seigniorageseigniorage

�� efficiency gainsefficiency gains

�� liquidityliquidity



It will matter even more going It will matter even more going 

forwardforward

�� ability to influence rules of the game ability to influence rules of the game 
in international markets in international markets –– for for 
example sovereign wealth fundsexample sovereign wealth funds

�� would need more political cohesion in would need more political cohesion in 
euro area to get all benefits from euro area to get all benefits from 
growing role of the eurogrowing role of the euro


